
DESIGN.

To quote the opening words of Walter Crane’s “ Books

of Design :

” “ When we approach the study of design from

whatever point of view, and whatever our ultimate aim, we

can hardly fail to be impressed with the vast variety and

endless complexity of forms which the term ‘ design ’ covers
;

in fact, it involves the history of mankind.

“ From the simplest linear patterns or bone scratchings

of primitive man to the most splendid achievement in mural
decoration of Ancient Greece

;
from the grass mat of the

first plaiter to the finest Persian carpet
;
or from Stonehenge

to Cologne Cathedral the range is enormous.”
We must ask ourselves what has led to this decorative

instinct in man. I think we may call it the instinctive
craving of a human being to express his love of the beautiful
by decorating most things which he uses, and especially
what he particularly loves and reveres.

Ornament should be rightly an essential expression and
organic part of an object, and it should be beautiful and
satisfactory in line, form, and proportion.
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I. What are the causes of their general form and character?
II. From what sources they are derived ?

III. What have been the chief influences that have deter-
mined and still determine their variety ?

I think we shall find the answer to our first question in
ne general form and character of the dwellings of man. Aswe have already observed, man’s innate love of ornament led
him to decorate whatever he used, and more especially what
e revered, and hence his home, whether tent or palace, and

1 s temples afforded him the earliest field for his ingenuity.
ven the Red Indian of to-day paints on his wigwam a rough

design, and here we find an ubiquitous zig-zag once more.

Now the different kinds of architecture led to various

methods of design, and chiefly by means of the different kinds
°f spaces which they afforded for decoration. For instance,

from Greek Architecture we get the frieze, a running repeating

design, enclosed between parallel lines ;
from Byzantine

Architecture we get the dome, entailing a complete and

finished design bounded by a circle ,* in Gothic Architecture

We get the arch, entailing a narrow repeating border.

So that controlling boundary lines seem to be one of the
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most important, if not the most important question in pattern

design, for the lines of the design itself must echo and re-echo

those of the boundary to be pleasant to the eye, and the

boundary lines themselves, when not some simple geometrical

pattern, must have pleasant and agreeable cuives.

With regard to recurring lines, we seem to feel the need

of some answering line or re-echo in the character of the

composition to the shape of its boundary.

To give a distinctive reason for its existence in that

particular form (e.g., shellfish). By this means certain primi-

tive types of ornament are evolved ;
such as the Greek volute

and fret, the logical ornament of a logical people.

The character ofyour mass should, be reflected in the form of your

detail.

Series of lessons in filling in spaces. Let the same spaces
be filled in by different fillings

;
the same spaces can be taken

later for flowers. Shapes, vases, barge boards, &c., might be
taken to give variety.

We now come to enquire into the answer to our second
question. From what sources are some of these typical
forms in design derived, for we know that the imagination
must primarily have something to feed on, although it can
recombine its pabulum into an infinite variety of forms. On
consideration we should imagine that primitive man would
get his first ideas of decoration from what he daily used and
saw, and o.i observation we find this to be the case. It is
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WG should caP the influence of race as affected by climate a
very strong one.

e might make use of this fact by letting the children
eo our their designs according to the weather in which they
were working—vivid colours on a bright day, and more
sober colours on a dull day.

A very important influence is that of conditions in design,
that is, the general laws governing the place and purpose of
design, and their position in relation to the eye. Designs
°r different planes and extensions and for different positions

a°d uses must be accordingly planned and constructed. For
lnstance, the ornamental conditions governing designs for

wall papers or hangings demand patterns which climb up
and spread latterally without any apparent effort.
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Frieze designs demand horizontal extension and definite

rhythm ;
this is most important in border designs. Designs

for extension upon floors, pavements, and ceilings, where

the effect of perspective distorts forms as they recede, are

best treated with a square, circular, diamond or fish-scale

bases, since these preserve their forms in perspective best.

Several lessons could be given for these principles, the

children making designs for borders, wall papers, floor, &c.,

out of the materials they have already had.

Another important influence is that of material and method

in the treatment of design
;

e.g., compare such different

materials as clay and ironwork materials, which differ so

essentially that the method of treating them must be totally

different. Clay is a most plastic material
;
can be moulded to

any shape, and built up or depressed, while iron is exactly the

reverse, and indeed, owes its character to its limitations. A
flowing floral design would be quite appropriate to a plaster
frieze, but quite out of place in an ironwork paling.

Ironwork shows what ornamental effect can be gained by
an economy of means, the effectiveness of simply repeating
well-chosen curves, spirals and lines. Its units are few : the
bar, the spiral curve and flat leaf, but these, harmoniously
arranged, show how perfectly serviceableness and beauty may
be united, and illustrate the essential unity of material and
method.
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Lessons may be given on the evolution of the rosette ande gradations of leaf form, showing how various leaves fit intoone snape.

The forms of flowers should be learnt by heart, then
ormahsed and different flowers fitted into the same boundary

wbde the same plant-forms may be arranged to suit
different shaped designs, e.g., square and circle.


